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ΩΩ exotic… 
primitive… 
beautiful

Take the raw beauty of nature, combine it with innovative design and superb 

craftsmanship, and you have Island Stone… 

Crafted by nature over millions of years, the raw stone material is sourced from the 

Indonesian Islands and India, where it is colour-matched and carefully hand-sorted 

to derive only the highest quality stone. From here it is transformed into a stunning 

range of tiling and decorative cladding solutions.

Every Island Stone  product is created with an uncompromising commitment to 

quality. We take care to control every step of the process, from the manual selection 

of materials, the final production in our own factories, to our carefully stocked 

domestic warehouses.

Since inventing the original pebble tile, we have continued to champion some of 

the most innovative and sought after designs in the tile industry. Today our tile 

and cladding designs offer designers an unmatched array of choice for creating 

customized designs.

Equally at home in indoor or outdoor areas, hand-crafted Island Stone  tiles are the 

natural choice for those who desire only the best. Renowned for their durability as 

well as their beauty, the applications for Island Stone  products are limited only by 

the imagination. 

Available in an ever-expanding range of designs and colours, Island Stone 

products can be mixed and matched to create a totally individual look. Feature 

walls, kitchens, bathrooms, pathways, driveways, atriums, swimming pools, counter 

tops… the possibilities for use in both commercial and residential environments are 

endless.

In Australasia and the United Kingdom, in Europe and the United States… all over 

the world people are using natural Island Stone to beautify and enhance their living 

environments.  

islandstone.com
the most exciting tiles and claddings in the world
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Black Basalt  R andom Ti le  > I3MZ
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01 >  pebble series
The Pebble Series  is Island Stone’s original and largest range of tile, 

consisting of pebbles of the highest quality and incorporating an extensive 

array of colors and styles.

Crafted by nature, the stones are gathered from various island locations, 

carefully hand sorted for color, then laid into our exclusive interlocking format 

to create an easy-to-install tile. As we own our own factories, we are able to 

maintain the quality of finished product to a consistently high standard.

With the Pebble Series our goal is to offer our customers a range of tiles 

to suit a myriad of applications, both internal and external, with a standard 

of tile that will satisfy the most discerning eye, and that will stand the 

test of time.

>  
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Antique Timor White Per fec t  Pebble  > I3PM French Tan Per fec t  Pebble  > I3PF

Medan Charcoal Perfect Pebble > I3PC Antique Timor White Per fec t  Pebble  > I3PM



island stone  |  11Java Grey Per fect Pebble > I3PR
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perfect pebble > I3

interlocking tile

12." x  12." x 0.5" 

pebble size > 1.5" - 3"  *pz, pt, pg (larger) 

tile surface > natural

Our original Perfect Pebble tile range is the first and finest 

mesh-backed pebble tile in the world. Firmly established as 

an international best-seller, it features our unique seamless 

interlocking system and is available in an extensive range of 

colours. 

The stones are hand-sorted to ensure only the highest quality 

pebbles are used. They are additionally cut and calibrated to 

achieve an unparalleled consistency in size, color and flatness. 

B5 > 

3” x 12” border

01 >   

B4 > 

4” x 12” border

B3 > 

6” x 12” border

pebble borders > b5, b4, b3

interlocking tile

pebble size > .8"-1.2"

Island Stone Pebble Borders  are an incredibly versatile 

decor item. Primarily designed for use with any ceramic or 

solid stone tile, they also make an attractive feature when 

used with contrasting colors or with other materials such 

as concrete, brick and timber.
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PA > 

black & tan mix

colours

PC > 

medan charcoal

PF > 

french tan

PG > 

flores green

PM > 

antique timor white

PR > 

java grey

PS > 

sumba speckled

PT > 

maluku tan

PV > 

birds egg

PX > 

sanur mix

PY > 

poppy seed

PZ > 

alpine
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absolute pebble > GR1

interlocking tile

12" x 12" x 0.5"  

pebble size > 1.2" - 1.8" 

tile surface > natural

The mesmerising geometry and innate symmetry of Absolute 

Pebble comes to life through our devotion to the selecting 

and careful placement of only premier uniform pebbles. 

An exhilarating design sure to reflect the perfection found in 

nature.

Absolute  marks another first by Island Stone in creative 

design using natural materials.

An exceptional choice for areas where nothing short of a 

perfect combination of size and shape is acceptable.

01 >   

PC > 

medan charcoal

colors

PF > 

french tan

PM > 

antique timor white

PR > 

java grey
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bali pebble > E3

interlocking tile

12" x 12" x 0.5"  

pebble size > 2" - 5"

tile surface > natural

In response to the demand from professional landscapers, 

Island Stone has produced the Bali Pebble  tile. This tile offers 

an affordable way to introduce the pebble look for areas such 

as paths, driveways and courtyards and is also suitable for 

indoor use. 

The Bali Pebble  tile has a more variable color and flatness 

profile, creating a look that is more random than the Perfect 

Pebble tile. 

Use the Perfect Pebble in feature locations and the more 

economical Bali Pebble  in those less critical areas.

01 >   

BB >

bali black

colors

BT >

bali tan

BW >

bali white
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king pebble > I4

interlocking tile

16" x 16" x 0.5"  

pebble size > 3" - 5"

tile surface > natural

King Pebble  is one of Island Stone's flagship tiles. Based on 

the original Perfect Pebble tile, it uses a much larger and more 

random shaped pebble to create a rugged, chunky look. 

With its indoor/outdoor versatility, and large color palette, 

the numerous applications for the King Pebble  include 

entranceways and atriums, larger interior rooms and open-

plan spaces, feature walls, courtyard and patio areas, pools 

and more. 

A unique look can also be achieved by contrasting the King 

Pebble  tile with other Island Stone products.

01 >   

colors

PC > 

medan charcoal

PR > 

java grey

PF > 

french tan

PG > 

flores green

PK > 

rote’ red

PM > 

antique timor white

PS > 

sumba speckled

PT > 

maluku tan

PX > 

sanur mix
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celestial pebble > IB4

interlocking tile

16" x 16" x 0.5" 

pebble size > (2" - 3"), (0.8" - 1.2") 

tile surface > natural

Our stunning natural King Pebble surface is punctuated by 

careful placement of small opposing colored pebbles resulting 

in a stunning and unique design. An enlightening look 

designed to transform any surface into a visually stunning 

landscape.

For designers looking to incorporate a pebble surface 

into a project,  Celestial 's combination of colors offers a 

perfect solution for tying together different colors between 

walls, floors or alternative surfaces.

01 >   

> CB

medan charcoal & french tan

colors

> CG

flores green & antique  timor white

> CT

french tan & medan charcoal

> CW 

antique timor white & medan charcoal
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petite pebble > Ib3

interlocking tile

12" x 12" x 0.5  

pebble size > .8" - 1.2" 

tile surface > natural

Limitless possibilities abound using our smallest, hand 

selected pebbles. The result is a distinctive surface composed 

of a large number of pebbles within a small area. 

Tightly weaved into interlocking tiles, our new Petite Pebble 

tile creates a seamless surface offering unmatched intricate 

detail and design. 

The profound perfection of our Perfect Pebble offered in a 

smaller pebble size.

01 >   

PC > 

medan charcoal

colors

PM > 

antique timor white
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stacked pebble > V1

interlocking tile

6" x 12" x 1"

pebble size > 2" x 0.75" 

tile surface > natural

With the Stacked Pebble ,  Island Stone has taken 

the Pebble tile in an exciting new direction, using 

the side edge of the pebble as the feature profile, 

rather than the flat face of the stone. Stack these 

tiles on top of each other, then stand back and 

admire the effect! 

With their uniform horizontal appearance, and 

varying pebble heights, our Stacked Pebble  tiles 

create a stylish contemporary look. Ideal for 

water features, large area feature walls and a 

host of other indoor and outdoor applications.

01 >   

PC > 

medan charcoal

colors

PF > 

french tan

PS > 

sumba speckled

PW > 

antique timor white
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strip pebble > SP1

interlocking tile

12"x10.75"

pebble size: (2"-3")x 1.25"

tile surface>natural 

Strip Pebble  reflects the desire for modern designs using 

natural materials. By cutting the stone in a longitude 

direction, we create a fusion between the natural curved 

personality of pebble and the dynamic geometrical appeal of 

the directional cut.  

In contrast to our vertical pebble line, with Strip Pebble,  

individual peebles are aligned in rows to create a distinctively 

linear appearance. 

Strip Pebble  is a uniquely designed mosaic sure to create an 

exclusive appeal to any surface. 

01 >   

PC > 

medan charcoal

colors

PF > 

french tan

PM > 

antique timor white

PZ > 

Alpine
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02 >  random series
As the name suggests, the Random Series  of tiles are made from stones of random 

shapes and sizes that have been melded into a single tile. Combined with Island 

Stone's unique four-sided interlocking design, they create a natural, near seamless 

look across any surface area. 

Achieving this look requires the hand-selection and sorting of the stones, which 

are then laid precisely into the interlocking pattern. So while the effect created is 

random, the process followed to achieve this is anything but!

As with the Pebble Series, Island Stone is only able to produce such an intricately 

designed tile to a consistent standard because we own our own factories, and have 

control of all processes through to the finished product.

>  



Forest Marble Mix Random Tile > I3FX Tan Marble R andom Ti le  > I3MX

Black Basalt  R andom Ti le  > I3MZ Tan Marble R andom Ti le  > I3MX
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random tile > I3

interlocking tile

12" x 12" x 0.5" 

stone size > 1" - 3" 

tile surface > cut and tumbled

The Random tile ,  originally developed by Island Stone, brings 

a unique and dramatic design statement to any space. The 

look is of random shaped and sized stones flowing near 

seamlessly across the chosen area. 

The unique interlocking design makes it nearly impossible 

to pick out where individual tiles start and stop. On a wall, 

a floor, or across both, the effect is stunning. The range of 

stones and colors makes for endless options.

B5 > 

3” x 12” border

stone size > .5" - 1.5" 

02 >   

B4 > 

4” x 12” border

stone size > .5" - 1.5"

B3 > 

6” x 12” border

stone size > 1" - 2"

random borders > B5, B4, B3

 

interlocking tile 

stone size > See below 

tile surface > cut and tumbled

Island Stone Random Borders  are an incredibly versatile decor 

item. Primarily designed for use with any ceramic or solid 

stone tile, they also make an attractive feature when used with 

contrasting colors or with other materials such as concrete, brick 

and timber.

Note:  stone tile edge is designed to match against edge 

of any tile.
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colors

FX > 

forest marble mix

MG >

tan & grey marble mix

LT > 

tan limestone

MA >

grey marble

MB >

beige marble

MC >

molten marble

MQ >

beige marble & quartz mix

MW >

beige & tan marble mix

MX >

tan marble

MZ >

black basalt

QH >

honey quartz

QO >

orange quartz

QW >

white quartz

QX >

mixed quartz

RC >

chocolate marble

RG >

green marble

RW >

white marble

RZ >

white onyx

XA >

grey megamix 

XB >

beige & grey marble mix

XX >

marble & quartz megamix 



Grey Marble Large R andom Ti le  > I5MA Beige Marble Large R andom Ti le  > I5MB 

Black Basalt  Large R andom Ti le  > I5MZ Megamix Marble & Quar tz  Large R andom Ti le  > I5XX

34  |  island stone
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large random tile > I5 

interlocking tile

18" x 18" x 0.5" 

stone size > 2" - 5" 

tile surface > cut and tumbled

The Large Random  tile is a more robust tile, 

great for larger outdoor areas such as patios, 

courtyards and pool surrounds. While having the 

same interlocking properties as the standard size 

Random tile,  Large Random  uses a variety of 

larger sized stones to better fit the larger areas it 

is designed to cover. 

Once installed, you can't tell where one tile ends 

and another begins. The effect is truly amazing!

02 >   
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> FX

forest marble mix

colors

> MA

grey marble

> MB

beige marble

> MC

molten marble

> MX

tan marble

> MW

beige & tan marble mix

> MZ

black basalt

> RG

green marble

> RW

white marble

> XA

grey megamix 

> XX

marble & quartz megamix 
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03 >  cladding series
The Island Stone Cladding Series  is a range of solid stone tiles designed to create 

stunning walls, inside or outside. All tiles in this series are made from individual 

pieces of stone that are precision-cut and fitted together to produce the most 

remarkable result. 

Available in a range of different stones, colors and surfaces, the Cladding Series 

seeks to enhance the natural beauty and drama of the raw material, and transform it 

into a design element for use by those in search of something truly unique.

>  
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Himarchal  White Str ip > CS1HW Sandstone Mint V-Tile > CR2SM & CR4SM

Temple Lava V-Ti le  > CR6BL Si lver  Quar tzit ic  S late Str ip > CS1QS
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HB > 

himachal black

QC > 

copper quartzitic slate

QS > 

silver quartzitic slate

SA > 

sandstone autumn

SG > 

sandstone grey

SM > 

sandstone mint

rustic > CR1

interlocking wedge pattern

4.0" x 24.0" x 0.4 - 0.8" 

stone size > 1.0" x 12.0" 

tile surface > split face

Our original wedge design,  Rustic  cladding uses narrower 

V-tiles with a varying relief pattern to create a stunning 

feature wall effect. Once in place, it literally looks like the 

stone has been woven across your wall. 

Rustic  Cladding is made of solid stone with all the natural 

variations in surface texture and color that this brings. 

Its uneven surface, combined with the subtle color variations, 

make it an ideal product to use as part of any wall or surface 

that you want to receive extra special attention.

Rustic  cladding can be laid either horizontally or vertically, 

all with easy grout-free installation.  

03 >   

colors
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AKF >

flecked andesite (flamed)

rustic II > CR5

interlocking wedge pattern 

5.0" x 15.8" x 0.4 - 0.8" 

stone size > 1.3" x 15.8" 

tile surface > honed/flamed

Rustic II  cladding is distinguished by the natural textured 

relief pattern created by the interlocking wedge shapes. 

The new elegant length and self interlocking format offer 

an additional new appeal to our exclusive rustic design. 

Both the honed and flamed surface options, combined with 

their respective, subtle color variations, make them ideal 

products to use as part of any wall or surface that you want to 

receive extra special attention.

The narrow tile pattern offers stacking arrangements both 

horizontally or vertically, each creating a unique pattern and 

stunning effect. Offering easy grout-free installation,   rustic 

cladding installations are often described   as if stone has been 

woven across a wall. 

03 >   

WP > 

tropical white

colors

BL > 

temple lava
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AGX >

andesite (chipped & flamed)

uniform > CR8

interlocking tile 

5.0" x 15.4" x 0.4 - 0.8" 

stone size > 1.3" x 15.8" 

tile surface > chipped/flamed

Uniform  cladding is the newest format within our cladding 

line. Exclusively created in conjunction with the introduction 

of our new volcanic stone Andesite.

Andesite is unique lava stone recognizable by the powerful 

crystals embedded in the fine volcanic rock. The diverse 

personality of the stone lends itself to a wide range of 

finishes, each offering a distinct appearance. 

Utilizing our 4 piece interlocking format of linear strips with 

our customized coarse finishes, Uniform  cladding allows you 

to create a surface that reflects the rugged nature of the 

stone.

03 >   

AGC >

grey andesite (chipped)

colors

AKF >

flecked andesite (flamed)
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QS >

silver quartzitic slate

AKF >

flecked andesite (flamed) (CS1 Only)

HB >

himachal black

HW >

himachal white

QC >

copper quartzitic slate

strip > CS1 

Rectangle

2.0" x 12.0" x 0.4"  

tile surface > split face/flamed

Exclusive to Island Stone, this innovative Strip  cladding 

is suited to both interior and exterior use. The tiles are 

made of solid stone, with every stone having been hand-

selected for its texture and color. The natural highlights 

that this produces, create a truly amazing effect that 

changes subtly with both natural and artificial lighting.

large strip > CS2 

Rectangle

2.5" x 15.8" x 0.4"

tile surface > split face/flamed

Large Strip  cladding introduces a refreshing new design 

element to your environment and is ideal for feature 

walls, in particular. Like the original Strip, It can be 

installed horizontally or vertically. Depending on the 

effect you desire, it can be installed grout-free or with 

traditional grout joints.

03 >   

colors
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HB >

himachal black

QC >

copper quartzitic slate

QS >

silver quartzitic slate

SM >

Sandstone Mint

SG >

sandstone grey

colors

v-tile > CR2

wedge 

2.0" x 12.0" x 0.4" - 0.8"  

tile surface > split face

Shaped like a wedge, the V-Tile  is thin at one end and thick 

at the other, providing a range of effects depending on how 

the tile is laid. Several stunning design looks can be achieved 

from just the one tile. 

 The V-Tile  is possibly the most versatile of all our tile 

products. Naturally visually dramatic, the smooth surface 

accentuates the relief pattern of the wedge shape. V-Tile 

offers a wide range of different approaches to arrangements. 

Each tile offers subtle color highlights and a natural surface 

texture that enhances its unique shape.

03 >   

SA >

sandstone autumn
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WP >

tropical white (honed)

BL >

temple lava (honed)

AKF >

flecked andesite (flamed)

v-tile II > CR7

wedge

2" x 15.4" x 0.4" - 0.8"  

tile surface >honed/flamed

Our new, elegent V-Tile II is thin at one end and thick at the 

other, adding a stunning three dimensional relief to a wall. A 

recent addition to Island Stone's newest and most innovative 

product range in the Cladding Series. The V-Tile is possibly 

the most versatile of all our tile products. Naturally, visually 

dramatic, the smooth surface accentuates the relief pattern of 

the wedge shape. 

The V-Tile II  offers a wide range of different approaches to 

arrangements. Each tile offers subtle color highlights and a 

natural surface texture that enhances its unique shape.

03 >   

colors
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AKF >

flecked andesite (flamed) (*)

SA >

sandstone autumn

WP >

tropical white (honed) (*) 

BL >

temple lava (honed) (*) 

HB >

himachal black

SG >

sandstone grey

QC >

copper quartzitic slate

QS >

silver quartzitic slate

colors

large v-tile > CR4

wedge 

4.0" x 15.8" x 0.4" - 0.8"

(l* 4.0" x 15.4" x 0.4" - 0.8" )

tile surface > split face/honed

The Large V-Tile  is thin at one end and thick at the other. 

Simply a bigger version of V-Tile, this shape allows the same  

stunning three dimensional relief to be created in a larger 

format. Island Stone's newest and most innovative product in 

the Cladding Series.

The V-Tile is possibly the most versatile of all our tile 

products. Naturally, visually dramatic, V-Tile offers a wide 

range of different approaches to arrangements. Each tile 

offers subtle color highlights and a surface texture that 

enhances its unique shape.

03 >   

SM >

sandstone mint
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04 >  glass series
As a complement to our unique and expanding range of natural stone tiles, Island 

Stone has introduced our Glass Series  - a range of products that are equal to the 

stone in their design appeal and innovation.

In adding the glass range, it was important for us to maintain the close link to 

nature that is so prevalent with our stone tiles. All Island Stone glass tiles are 

produced to exact specifications with a natural tumbled finish and in colors that 

reflect the subtle hues that can be found in natural environments.

The Glass Series  is an exciting category with endless potential for further 

innovation. Another one to watch!

>  
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Beach Glass Combination > S1 Smoke Beach Glass Tile > S1Smoke

Smoke Linear Beach Glass Tile > BG1Smoke Reed Boulevard Beach Glass Tile > BG5reed
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beach tile square >S1

 

4.0” x 4.0” x 0.3”

9.0 pieces/sqft

tile surface > textured

Beach Tile offers our unique texture, reflective of sand washed beach glass, a subtle 

color range, and a ravishing interplay of different finishes, depths and shapes. 

Additionally, we offer a technologically advanced, opaque backing (ordinary glass 

tiles are translucent), ensuring unchanged, pristine colors after an easier, faster 

installation. It means our glass tiles are installed just like ceramic tiles.

The result is an exciting interaction of light – where surface, color, line and texture 

combine in unmistakable sophistication 

beach tile rectangle > R2 

 

8.0” x 4” x 0.3”

4.5 pieces/sqft

tile surface > textured

TR1 > 

pencil bar (frosted)

0.8” x 8.0”

04 >   

TR4 >

external right angle (frosted) 

0.1” x 0.1” x 8.0” x 0.3”

TR5 > 

internal quarter round (frosted)

1.6” x 8.0” x 0.3”

glass trims > TR1, TR4, TR5
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colors

breeze

ebony

cement citrus coral dusk

estuary frangipani fresh guava

horizon lagoon mango mist moss

reed sand seagrass pure silk sky

smoke soapstone spa spring stratos

Note:  P lease refer  to the produc t  direc tor y for  colors  held in  stock & for  ordering non-stock colors.
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pure silkestuary frangipanicementbreeze

colors

strand > R3

3.6” x 12.1” x 0.3”

3.3 pieces/sqft

tile surface > textured

The dramatic appeal created by this retro-chic 

shape can be attributed to the recognizable 

nature of the long rectangle combined with our 

inimitable texture and inspired color pallet.

From stacking vertically to create a modern 

look to offsetting for a more classically 

recognized surface, Strands  l inear form offers 

a wealth of design opportunities sure to 

capture the imagination of the most discerning 

designers.

04 >   

reed
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reedestuary frangipanicementbreeze

streamline > BG8

12” x 11.8”

1.0 pieces/sqft

tile surface > textured

Our modern take on the classically inspired design. 

Streamline  takes the directional appeal of long rectangular 

shape and shrinks them down to fit in a mosaic pattern with 

33% offset between rows. 

The soft color pallet and unique personality of our beach 

glass texture subtly tones down the powerful geometry of the 

design to create an inspiring look. A great option for creating 

a appealing design in both small and large areas alike.

04 >   

colors
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reed

classic > BG7

11.8” x 11.8”

1.0 pieces/sqft

tile surface > textured

Utilizing a selection of our unique color pallet with our 

inimitable surface texture, we offer a unique twist to classic 

mosaic squares.  

This playful 2" square mosaic design offers a personalized 

modern appearance while maintaining the original appeal that 

has made the Classic  format a standard in glass tile design. 

A good choice to utilize on its own, or in conjunction with 

larger format beach tiles to create a recognizable look that has 

stood the test of time.

04 >   

colors

estuary frangipanibreeze cement
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linear > BG1

10.4” x 12.4”

1.1 pieces/sqft

tile surface > textured

Inspired by the unique beauty of glass tumbled by the sea, 

Linear tile combines varying width of glass with Island Stone's 

interlocking concept to produce a unique and stunning effect 

for any feature wall.

The contemporary style created from the interlocking tiles is 

enhanced by the unique color and texture of the glass.

04 >   

colors

breeze

seagrass

cement frangipani reed sand

smoke
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boulevard > BG5

10.5” x 12.4”

1.1 pieces/sqft

tile surface > textured & gloss

Boulevard's  bold textured rectangular glass tiles are 

punctuated by thin glossy strips to create a stunning 

juxtaposition of shape, size and surface. 

Subtle yet stunning, Boulevard's interlocking pattern results 

in a sophisticated modern surface while maintaining the 

vintage appeal of timeless tile design.

 

04 >   

colors

breeze

seagrass

cement frangipani guava reed

smoke
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waveline > BG4

12.4” x 12.7”

0.9 pieces/sqft

tile surface > subtle relief with matte surface

Waveline  steps away from the common 90 degree nature of 

tiles to offer a unique look to a glass surface. When placed 

together the angled, frosted shapes create a wave pattern that  

can be placed horizontally or vertically to reflect the flowing 

feel of water. 

04 >   

colors

breeze

seagrass

cement frangipani guava reed

smoke
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colors

stratos pure silkfresh sand

waveline mini > BG9

11.1” x 11.8”

1.1 pieces/sqft

tile surface > matte

Like its larger sibling, Waveline Mini ’s individual tapered 

shapes interact to create a design that reflects the natural 

pattern of ripples on the surface of water. 

A distinctive look, Waveline Mini  has a playful appeal that is 

a perfect choice for bringing a stylish, personable look to a 

design.

04 >   
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artifact > BG6

11.8” x 11.0”

1.1 pieces/sqft

tile surface > matte

Artifact  offers a unique look to a glass surface combining the 

appearance of smaller random shapes with carefully chosen 

natural colors and the subtle matte surface. The mesh backed 

tile creates a design that appears as if each small tile was 

custom created to perfectly fit together. 

Use this unprecedented tile design to create environments 

that looks as if handplaced by the most talented craftsmen.

04 >   

stratos

colors

seagrass smokeestuary  pure silk
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05 >  mosaic series
The Island Stone Mosaic Series  is a collection of tile designs where smaller pieces 

of precision-cut stone have been glued to a mesh backing to create a single tile. 

Whether the stone has been cut into squares or strips, laid flat or has some relief - 

the effect is stunning! 

All the natural color and texture elements of the stone come to the forefront in this 

series, with a range of designs to enhance any living space.

>  
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Himachal White Classic Mosaic Square > M30HW Silver Quar tzitic Slate Linear Interlock > ML1QS

Silver Quar tzitic Slate Classic Mosaic Square > M48QS Copper Quar tzitic Slate Classic Mosaic Square > M30QC
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Silver Quartzitic Slate Classic Square > M30QS

Copper Quartzitic Slate Stack Tile > MS1QC
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AGH >

grey andesite (honed) (M48)

HG >

himachal green

classic squares I > M30 

12" x 12" x 0.5"  

stone size > 1" x 1"  

tile surface > honed

Island Stone Classic Squares  bring you more decor enhancement 

opportunities than ever before. These solid stone tiles have been quarried, 

honed and tumbled to bring out their natural tonings and textures.

classic squares II > M48 

12" x 12" x 0.5"  

stone size > 2" x 2"  

tile surface > honed

Like many tiles in the Island Stone range, the Classic Squares  can be used 

to amazing effect in conjunction with other Island Stone products, or they 

look fabulous on their own. Simply a classic and timeless tile!

05 >   

colors

FB >

forest marble brown

HW >

himachal white (split face)

FG >

forest marble green

FX >

forest marble mix

HB >

himachal black (split  face)

QC >

copper quartzitic slate

QS >

silver quartzitic slate
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QC >

copper quartzitic slate

QS > 

silver quartzitic slate

FB > 

forest marble brown

AGH >

grey andesite (honed)

linear interlock > ML1

interlocking tile

11" x 12.75" x 0.5" 

stone size > 75"/1"/2" strips 

tile surface > honed

A unique variation in the Mosaic Series is the Linear Interlock . 

This innovative tile uses varying widths of natural stone 

strips formatted on a mesh backing into a single tile. The tiles 

are interlocking, creating an amazing effect, whether laid 

vertically or horizontally. 

 

04 >   

colors
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wave tile > MW1

interlocking tile

11.3" x 7.5" x 0.6" 

stone size > 1.9" x 1.9" 

tile surface > honed

The Wave Tile  uses a wedge-shaped tile to create a unique 

wave effect, adding another dimension to the way in which 

the light catches and enhances the colour and texture 

variations of the natural stone.

Use to create a feature wall, a high impact splashback or 

an entrance that defines your home, hotel foyer or retail 

showroom. Also ideal for water features, the appearance 

of water spilling gently over a Wave Tile  wall is something 

spectacular!

05 >   

QC >

copper quartzitic slate

QS >

silver quartzitic slate

FB >

forest marble brown

HB >

himachal black

colors
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stack tile > MS1

interlocking tile

11.3" x 7.5" x 0.6" 

stone size > 1.9" x 1.9" 

tile surface > honed

The  Stack Tile  uses a wedge-shaped tile to create a unique 

step effect that enhances the way in which the light plays 

on the natural tones and highlights of the stone, lending 

a dramatic effect to any feature wall, splashback, entranceway 

or water feature. 

The Stack Tile  can be laid vertically or horizontally, 

depending on the desired effect and the nature of 

the location

05 >   

QC >

copper quartzitic slate

QS >

silver quartzitic slate

FB >

forest marble brown

HB >

himachal black (split  face)

colors
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06 >    solid stone 
series With the infrastructure to source the natural raw material and the factories 

to refine it into virtually any form of finished product, Island Stone offers 

our Solid Stone Series . 

In this series we present the stone in close to its natural state and let you decide 

how best to feature it. Whether it's the contemporary appeal of our rectangles or 

the understated elegance of squares, the natural beauty of the stone speaks for 

itself, and in doing so lends itself to a wide range of design applications.

>  
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Copper Quar tzit ic  S late Sol id Square > T3QC Si lver  Quar tzit ic  S late Sol id Square > T3QS

 Grey Andesite  (Honed)  Large Sol id Square > R4AGF Forest  Marble Green Sol id Square > T3FG
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Silver Quartzitic Slate Classic Square > M30QS

Silver Quartzitic Slate Solid Square & Classic Mosaic Square > T3QS & M48QS
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solid square > T3

 

12.0" x 12.0" x 0.5"   

tile surface > honed/split face

Indoors or outdoors, Island Stone's range of Solid Square  tiles will 

make a truly individual design statement in any living space.

This range consists of tiles that are specifically chosen for colors 

and designs that reflect the warm, subtle shades of nature. They 

can be used to create a dramatic effect in a number of situations, 

whether as a feature wall, inlaid into a floor, bar or kitchen 

benchtop, or as a wall and/or floor tile for the most luxurious of 

showers. 

Precision manufactured to the highest standards, these tiles 

are ideal for larger areas. They can be used in conjunction with 

a variety of other Island Stone products, such as random tiles, 

mosaics and borders, to create some wonderful design effects.  

06 >   

colors

FB >

forest marble brown

QS >

silver quartzitic slate

FG >

forest marble green

HB >

himachal black (split face)

HW >

himarchal white (split face)

QC >

copper quartzitic slate
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solid rectangle > T63

12” x 24" x 0.5"

tile surface > flamed/honed

Andesite, an exclusive new material to the Island Stone line is a perfect 

choice for bringing new life to the ubiquitous Solid Rectangle.

The distinctive appearance of dark stone embedded in the fine volcanic 

rock make andesite an exceptional choice for both walls and floors.

Customizable through various offsetting options and the combination of 

different surface finishes, solid andesite stone is an enviable material for 

covering large area, both on its own or in conjunction with other Island 

Stone tiles or claddings.

large solid square > T4 

16” x 16” x 0.5"

tile surface > flamed/honed   

Our new shape of solid stone reflects the demand for contemporary 

formats offered in our unique, modern natural stones.

06 >   

AGF >

grey andesite (flamed)

colors

AGH >

grey andesite (honed)
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07 >    additional 
products 
and services

>  At Island Stone  we are excited to not only offer an

exceptional line of designs, but also to be creative and versatile

enough to be able to work with you on projects of any size and scope.

Whether it is an idea or established project, a year from now or

tomorrow, we look forward to working with you to include our

premier products into your designs.
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additional products07 >   

pebble rugs

Offered in eye catching designs, Island Stone offers a range of different sizes of 

rectangular and circular pebble rugs built from sections of interlocking tile. Sizes 

run from 39” rounds to 4’x 6’ rectangles.

For our full range see our website www.islandstone.com .

loose pebble

All our pebbles are available loose in bags. Certain popular stone types are stocked 

domestically, others require ordering from our international headquarters.

geo-tile

A ground breaking innovation in format, Geo-Tile  creates a stunning seamless 

pattern through its unique shape and interlocking pattern.

custom products

With our wide range of shapes, materials and formats we offer an endless range of 

additional combinations and designs to consider. If you are interested in a design 

that utilizes a certain format in a stone type not offered, a size or shape different 

from those shown in our catalog, or any product beyond that found on our website 

or throughout this catalog, please contact our sales team. Our factories offer some 

of the most state of the art facilities for building tile. We are happy to consider any 

manageable project and can assure you the same premier quality offered in our 

existing product range.
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website: islandstone.com07 >   

designers & architects

We welcome you to our website, home to a wealth of additional information related to Island Stone .

technical specifications

Select technical specifications for different materials and formats are available online or upon requests. 

custom requests

Depending on the size and nature of a request, Island Stone can accommodate certain custom design requests. 

installation instructions

We offer specific installation instructions for each of our formats on our website www.islandstone.com.

sample materials 

We offer the A&D community sample swatches for projects upon request. 

portfolios

A wide range of product specific installations designed to inspire your next project.

products

Our online catalog showing all products along with additional information and recommendations.

resources

Installation instructions, product care information and fact sheets. Offered as downloadable and printable PDFs for use wherever you are.

news

New product releases, our Island Stone  blog and updated news on everything we are doing in the worlds of tile and design.

dealer resource

Password protected area with information specific to our authorized dealers. Check available inventory online, advanced viewing of new products, etc.

For all request, contact Island Stone  at 1800 371 0001 or at sales@islandstone.com
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for further information or your nearest supplier, please visit:

islandstone.com
Note: While  ever y effor t  has been made to capture a  true l ikeness to colour, colour  samples and photographs seen in this  publ icat ion may not  be an exac t  colour  match of  produc t .

Al l  images © Is land Stone International  Ltd, 2009.  |   ©  Is land Stone International  Ltd, 2009. Al l  r ights  reser ved.

the most exciting tiles and claddings in the world™ 
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